Title word cross-reference

2" [AC83]. 8 [Wic82]. \( \chi^2 \) [LCJ86]. \( F \) [LCJ86]. \( k \) [FT83]. \( M/M/s \) [Cla81]. \( O(1) \) [Bro88]. \( O(n) \) [Dei80]. \( P^2 \) [JC85]. \( t \) [Hil70a, Hil70b, Hil81a, Hil81b, LCJ86, eL79].

-\text{Bit} [Wic82]. -\text{Distribution} [Hil70a, Hil81a, eL79, FT83].

-\text{Multiprogramming} [Dij83b, Dij68].

-\text{Quantiles} [Hil70b, Hil81b].


30 [Ell60]. 32 [GS87b]. 334 [Bel68]. 370 [SG84b]. 395 [Hil70a]. 396 [Hil70b].

408 [McN71].

60 [Iro61, Iro83].

'78 [RS80].

80a [Dei80]. 80s [NCD82]. '87 [van88]. 87e [RHC87].

= [Sol86].

abbreviation [BW84]. above [MG86].
Abstract [BG84, BG87, CG88, Rot81].
Abstraction [BG86, Gar88, Isn82, Abb87, LWS87].
Abstraction-based [BGN86].
abuse [IHS86].
Academic [GMRY86, Tho86, Pre89b].
accelerating [TT82].
Acceptability [¨Ore81].
Access [CGM83, Dal84, Gre82, Hay84, LK84, ¨Ore81, PS83, VR82, JM89].
Accesses [Che82, LS82b, Luk83, WWS83].
accessibility [Lad89].
Accessing [Hay86].
Accommodate [Moz82].
Accommodating [Gid84, NHSS87].
Accreditation [MD84, BM87, BM87].
Accuracy [KC73, Sal88, KC83].
ACL [Wil83b].
ACM [Ano80b, Dei80, RHC87, Sta86, Alt87, Ano80c, Ash89, Bel68, BSE90, Boo64, Coc87, D’A84, Den88, DBFJ86, Eil60, Fec87, Fox88, HP67, Hil70a, Hil70b, KSW85, LSS86, MAB81, McN71, Min81, Min85, MD84, NK88, NK89, NHSS87, Pel88, Rev87, SR84, Ske82, WWSD90].
ACM/IEEE [MD84].
Acquire [Maz80].
Act [SSK86].
activities [BM87].
Ada [LS82c, Raj85, LS82c, NB84, NS87a, NS87b, Sam86, Ske82, WW84, Weg81, Wic84].
Adaptability [Wil84].
Adaptable [KS89].
Adapting [JAV86].
Alternative [DGST88].
alternatives [LSS86].
Ambler [Eck80].
American [BBB81, Bur83, Dal84, NK89].
Among [Bar83].
amortized [BM84, BM85a, ST85].
AN/FSQ7 [Bel83a].
Analogy [Win80].
Analyses [BM84, BM85a, Kan89].
Analysis [Bar83, BL80, BC84, CF83, Den81a, HC84, Lin80, MJ89, MS81a, Med84, Oli83, PL80, She87, SV87, Suz82, VD83, WW84, BS81, BM85b, BF81, LB83, LB84b, LB84a, MT88, ON85, RS86, RPL89, San89a, SA81, YBCR88, ZSEG82].
Analyzing [JL82, Tay83].
Anatomy [SK88].
Andrew [Morton].
Anniversary [SR85].
announcements [PC89].
Announcing [Den87a].
annual [FM86, FMB88, FB89].
Anomalies [LS84].
Answers [Wir84].
Anthony [Eck80].
Antithetic [FH83].
Anxiety [Pap85, Guy88, HS86b].
APL [Bil81, Bil82].
Application [GUI83, Jon88, LS81, Mar84, MMP84, SDP84, TTH84, GGB85, Guy88, Man85, SDP87].
Applications [BB81, DGST88, Nej88, PB80, Bas85, Fin85, FB81, MD89, RSS88, YSB89].
Approach


Combinatorially [Kor82]. Combinatorics [Kar86]. combined [L’E88, Sez89]. Comes [Ano84a]. Coming [Fuj84, Fox89]. Comm [Ano80b, Dei80, RHC87, Sta86]. Command [BW84, LGH83, Wat82]. Comment [Eas82, Hou82, LW86, LP80, Man82, Sta86]. Commentaries [Wei87a]. Comments [Dij89a, Fed81, Hon80, KMP86, PSvE+89, RHC87, Tam84]. Commission [GL83a, EGH+89, Lee81]. Committee [MAB+81, Min81, MG85, Min85, DBFJ86, RaI81]. committees [DT87]. Common [VHG87, BKM86]. Communicating [Hoa78b, Hoa78a, Hoa83b].
Communication [HT85, Hil88, Lam81, Wei66, Wei83b, FLGD87, TWBK89].
communications [Mun88, Ano80c].
Compact [HWNC88, SK88].
Compaction [KvE84, Mar82].
Comparison [Dav88, MD82, QCH+81, RAV83, YBCR88, Jon86, San89a, Wir86].
Comparisons [Jal84].
Comparative [DW83].
Comparing [Pec83b, NMF87].
Comparison [Dav88, MD82, QCH+81, RAV83, YBCR88, Jon86, San89a, Wir86].
Comparisons [Jal84].
Compilers [TvSKS83, WW84].
Complexity [AV88, BP84, Bro82, Coo83, Fre86b, Knu84a, LLK82, Nej88, BI87, Fre86c, Fre86a, Kar86, KST+86, Knu84b, MB89b].
Composing [GCH83, Smi85].
Competitive [IL84].
Compilations [Coh82].
Compiler [Iro61, Iro83, PW86, Man85, Wir86].
Computers [DSB84, DPNW84, Fre86c, Fre88a, HH88, Mor83c, WOS83, Bel89, Ear89, JM89, Pat85, RW87, TDP89].
Computing [AEH+89, AR84, BLP85, BAC85, BW89, Den80, DM85, Den86, DCG+89, Fec87, FFGL88, Fle80, FG88, Fre87b, Ken80, Led86, LR82a, LR82b, MSC86, Mow81, NS84, Pre89b, RF83, SR84, SDP84, SDP87, SH82, Ste85a, VVG85, Wei83a, Wol84a, BLNS82, BM87, CN82, Den89, DLA85, Fre87c, Fre87d, Fre87e, HM88, Len85, Men87, NHSS87, Ree87, RH88, SJ89, Ste85b, Wei82b, Ral81, SR82, SR85].
Conceptual [Gut85, Ore81].
Conceptual [She87, SA81].
Concerning [Pri84].
Confidential [Dij65, Dij83a, Jon89, Lam89, San89b, Tay83].
conditional [VW86].
Conference [Ash84, Dav84b, Gin83, HT81, Pre89a, Dav86, Fre85a, Pre89b].
Confessions [Ben85d].
confidence [HW81].
configuration [BOBS89].
Configurations [Fra82, HS80b].
Conflicts [Goo82].
Congress [DSB84].
Congressional [DPNW84].
congruent [DBB84].
Connected [PV81].
connection [MDV86, SK86].
Connectionist [FFGL88, Gal88].
Connectivity [Hal89b, Hal89a].
Conquer [Ben80].
consensus [FB81].
Considerations [Han83, Lin80].
Considered [McC89].
consistency [Gru89]. Conspectus [Hou84].
constant [Asa80]. construct [Sol86].
Construction [CY80, Wir85].
Constructive [Til84, GT83]. Constructs [SBE83, Rob88].
consumption [AI88].
Contemporary [How82].
Context-Free [Ear70, Ear83].
Context-Sensitive [Gis81].
Contingency [Hil88].
contour [Kwo88].
contracts [EGL85].
Contribution [Cla84].
Contributors [Ano80b]. Control [Dij65, Dij83a, GGW80, Goo82, Kru81, Par83a, Sch81, Shm82a, Wat82, Gro86, HW81].
controller [San55]. Controlling [Bro82]. Controls [LR81].
Cost [Kem87a, Lus87, ED85, KMP86, Kar89, Kem87b].
Cost-risk [BS81].
Cost/benefit [MT88]. Costs [Fle80].
CRC-32 [GS87b]. Crime [DPNW84].
Criminal [Gem89, Lau85a].
Crime [DFG81, Spa89, YRS83, BH89]. Criteria [KSL84, O`re81, RW85, Wey88].
Critics [Wic84]. Critique [BDDG84, DW83, O`D82].
Critiqued [Den87b]. Cruelty [Dij89b]. Cruncher [Ben86b]. Cryptographic [GJ82].
Cryptography [BBB81, Dav81, DB81].
Cryptosystems [Den84, RSA78, RSA83].
CS [Ano80b, Tho86]. CS1 [KMW84]. CS2 [KSW85]. CSNET [Com83]. Cube [PV81, CK89, Sei85]. Cube-Connected [PV81].
cumulative [DDM86]. Current [CS80a]. Curricula [McC87b]. Curriculum [GT86, KMW84, MAB81, NCD82, Ber87, KSW85, Tur85, RS80]. Curves [Bla81].
Cutting [Ben86c]. Cycle [WK88, Fre85b, WK89]. Cycles [PV81].
cyclic [Sar88].
...
Debatable [BSE+90, WWSD90]. debate [Den89]. DEBL [CW89]. Debugging [Bel83c, CW89, Gau82, Gla80, Wei82a].

Decade [Tra81]. Decentralized [Fra82, HS80b]. decimal [WP89]. Decision [HM84, Lew82, Mae80, Med84, SC80, Sri83, AG85, DDM86, JD88].

decode [MP83]. decomposition [Cou85]. Decrease [Wil84].

default [KNT88]. Defense [Abr88, Par85, Lie86]. Defined [LCWB80].

Definition [Par83a, DZ89]. Degree [GT86].

Delayed [Sil83]. Delayed-Staging [Sil83].


Department [Luc84, SS86a, Lie86].


Design [BC84, Ben84a, Ben84d, Ben86d, Dem81, FR84, Gil84, Gom84].

Jac83, KD80, Lin80, MR84a, MB89b, Mey82, Nas85, Nor83, RAV83, San89b, SS80, Tar87, Abb83, AS87, AG85, BBLP86, BPR88, CM87, Con85, CK88, Gil87, GT83, GG85b, GBL+87, KK88, Lan86, Man88, Man85, Mor83a, NF87, Raj85, RPL89, RKM88, San89a, Smi85, SG86, TBK89, Wir85].

Designer [DW83, Ich84, Wie84, RKM88].

designers [GL85]. Designing [GL85, Gre82, MW83, NS87a, NS87b, Shn82b, SLL+88]. Designs [Wil84].

Detecting [MF82, Pet80, WP89].

Detection [LL87a, Til84]. Determinants [Gre84]. determination [MG89, YBCR88]. determining [Dei80]. Developing [WK88, WK89]. Development [Ala84, How82, MR84a, MMP84, Smi81, TTH+84, WK88, Wir71, Wir83, AHS89, BGN86, Coh88, Fre85b, Gom86, Gui85, HK89, Lau85a, SK87, SK88, WK89, Zav84].

Developments [KI84, Wil83a]. deviate [Hou82]. Deviates [Bel68, Tra82].

DHRYSTONE [Wei84]. Diagnosing [Yen89]. Diagnosis [BM83]. diagram [Smi85, Rob82]. Dialogue [MB+85].

Dialogues [Rob82]. Dictionary [Dod82, Nix81, DK87, Doh88, RT88]. diff [Thi89]. Difference [Thi89, VL89].

Differences [HH88, MB81]. Differential [Gre82]. Digital [Cha81, Den84, Dix89, LW86, Rip89, RSA78, RSA83, YS83, ZS84, Fox89, BOBS89]. digits [WP89]. Dijkstra [PSV+89]. Dilema [DPNW84]. Dimensional [ZT89, Sam80b].

dining [Rin88]. Directed [Fle80, Iro61, Iro83, LWS87, TR81].

direction [Tho86], disabilities [Lad89].

disaster [KNT88]. Discipline [DFG+81, GWY89, Hop87, DCG+89, JK87].

disciplined [BL89]. Discovering [FK85b]. discrete [BRH85, BHP81, MS81a, ON85].

Discussed [HWNC88]. Disk [Fuj84, Hof80, IR88, JM89]. Disks [PS83, YSB+89].

Disordered [KS84, KS85]. Display [Whi80, US88].

Displaying [LCWB80]. Dissections [Kun88].

Distfix [Pey86]. Distinction [Bla84a]. Distributed [AMY88, Bur83, CM81, CM82, CW89, Han83, Kle85, Lis88, Lub89, MB76, MB83, MSC+86, SH82, BBLP86, BLNS82, Che88a, OSS80, Pec81].

Distribution [DS81a, DG87, Hl70a, Hli81a, LS82b, eL79, FT83, LC86].

distributions [AD88, Cla81]. Divide [Ben80].

Divide-and-Conquer [Ben80].

Division [AC83, Sam82, Mat87]. DNA [FK85b].

Document [Ben86d, Bla84a, BM85c, Gor88, GL83b].

Document-Retrieval [BM85c].

Documentation [GHJ+81, GL83b, Shn82a, SLL+88, TBK89]. documents [WB85].

doing [CA88]. domestication [Bir85].

Donald [Fre87e, Thi89]. Donating [DSB84]. Don’t [AR84]. Down [LS82c].


Dupont [BBB+81]. DVI
[CG88, Fle80, JK83, Lin80, Tay83].

**General-Purpose** [Tay83]. **Generality** [McC87a]. **Generalized** [BB81, Fra80, FT83, KJ84, LP80, MW83, Par83a, VHC88, ASSS86, Bas85, KJ85].

**generate** [TDP89]. **Generating** [AD82, Jae81, OB88, DP87]. **Generation** [Gal81, KS88, MJ89, McC83, NB84, Sha83, Bic87, Efe87, Fre89d, Hal88, HW81, Hor83, Hou82, Kwo88, Wir86]. **Generator** [Sag85]. **Generators** [EASC89, PM88, Pri84, CF80, L'E88, Sez89]. **Genesereth** [Sta86]. **genetic** [Gor88]. **Geometric** [NP82]. **Geometry** [Til84]. **GERTIS** [Yen89]. **GFSR** [Tez87]. **Ginsberg** [Sta86]. **giving** [CM87]. **global** [FH89]. **Globally** [CI84].

**Greater** [Dal84]. **grey** [PW80, PW81]. **Grid** [Mae80]. **Grosch** [ED85, KMP86, Men87]. **Group** [BBB+81, DB81]. **Growth** [GH88, GMRY86, HMM88]. **Guaranteeing** [LK84]. **Guide** [Ken83, SR84]. **guidelines** [JD88, Mor83a].

**hacker** [Fre87d, Sto88a]. **Hackers** [Sam89b]. **hacking** [LSS86]. **Halley** [Pic88a]. **HAM** [CG88]. **handbook** [Fri88]. **Handling** [QCH++81]. **happy** [RR86]. **Hard** [FP88, PM88]. **Hard-Real-Time** [FP88]. **Hardware** [MM84, Kan89]. **Harmful** [McC89]. **Hash** [Bel70, BF83, Bel83b, Cic80a, Cic80b, JO80, Lar88, Mau83, MF82, NY85, Sag85].

**Hash-Function** [BF83]. **Hashcode** [Mau68]. **Hashing** [Cha84, Dod82, Har71, Jae81, Vit82, NI83]. **Haven'T** [Den81b]. **HDOS** [Pec83b]. **HDTV** [Fre89b].

**Heaps** [Ben85f, DGST88, SV87, ASSS86]. **Help** [Hou84, BH89, CA88]. **heterogeneity** [NHSS87]. **Heterogeneous** [NHSS87, NBL+88]. **heuristic** [CN82]. **Heuristics** [BM84, Sam82, BM85a, NMF87]. **Hierarchical** [Bal81, GHJ+81, Gil80, KD80, YS83, Yen89, LWS87]. **Hierarchies** [DG82, Sil83, MY87]. **High** [Kru81, Lau84, Pat81, YHW+89, Bel89, HC87, Lau85b, PTH88]. **High-Energy** [Lau84, Lau85b]. **High-Level** [Kru81, HC87]. **Higher** [Scu89, BL85]. **HISDL** [Lim82]. **Histograms** [JC85].

**History** [CAB++81, Com83, Fec87, Wei83a, Lau85a]. **Hoare** [O'D82]. **home** [VVG85]. **Hopcroft** [Fre87a]. **households** [VVG85]. **Huffman** [MP85]. **hulls** [BFP82]. **Human** [BDM81, BBK82, Jae83, Led86, Min81, Min82, Min89, Mor83a, Moz82, Nor83, BW84, BRH85, CN85, Ear89, FLGD87, MT88, Min85].

**Human-Computer** [Jae83, BW84]. **human-system** [FLGD87]. **human-to-machine** [BRH85]. **Human/Computer** [BDM81, Moz82]. **Humanization** [ST83]. **Hygiene** [Koc89a]. **Hypermedia** [AMY88, Hal88]. **Hypertext** [CG88, RT88, SW88, Fri88, Gar88, van88]. **Hypotheses** [Yen89]. **Hypothesis** [BDD84].

**IBM** [GS87a, JH83, Pre89b, SG84b]. **Ichbiah** [Ich84]. **Idea** [MHWF89, PPC++89, Fet88]. **ideal** [RS89]. **Ideas** [Den81b]. **identification** [Cha85, SC87]. **Identifying** [Maz80]. **if**
M [Fre87a, Pel88, Sta86, Pec83b]. Machine [AC83, CG88, CFH+80, Tuc84, Wei66, Wei83b, BRRH85, SK86]. Machines [CCZD84, Fre86d]. machining [Gro86].

Macro [Ash81, TY80]. Made [Cic80a, Den81b, LS82b]. Mail [Cha81, McC89, DG87, Wei82].

Maintainability [Ber84]. Maintaining [All83]. Maintenance [ASZ84, Gre84, Gui83, LS81, MK80, VW83, Fil88, GS89].


Markup [CRD87]. Masks [SDP84, SDP87]. massively [Fre86d]. Master [Dwy81a, Ing81, MAB+81]. Match [PBC80, HC87]. Matching [DSK84, KR81, Kus84, Sha84, ZT89, HC87].

Math [KWS83]. Mathematical [Rail, Wold84b, Wol85, DG87].

mathematically [Ber87]. Mathematics [CCFJ84, CCFJ85]. Mathsy [PB80].

Matings [Bib83]. matrices [Bib83, GO81, San84]. Matrix [Gus78, HKM80, McN71, Sip77, Dei80, OS85].

Matures [GWY89]. Mauchly [Aue80, McC80]. max [ASS86]. MCC [Ste84]. MCOBOL [TY80]. mean [DS81b]. mean-squared-error [DS81b].


[Sam83]. Median [Bro84b]. Mediated [HT85, Hil88, Tur84]. medical [Fri88]. medium [dSA86]. Medusa [OSS80].

Meeings [HC86]. Meeting [YRS+83]. meetings [SFB+87]. Member [Bel83a]. Memorandum [Ben87c]. Memory [Bec82, Dav84a, VR82, Wad84, Cou88, Leb88, RT86, SW86a]. memory-based [SW86a]. Menu [Bro82]. menus [KS86].


Metaphor [MM83]. Method [AC83, Bai89a, Bel70, Bel83b, Cic80b, Gom84, JO80, Jae81, LK84, MTY88, MF82, OB88, Pte88a, RSA78, RSA83, HW81, NI83, PKT83]. Methodological [DW83].

Methodologies [And84]. Methodology [BK89, Ins82, RM83, BS81, BPR88, Bro80]. Methods [Br679, LCWB80, Lau84, LR82b, QCH+81, SB88, Vit84, AD88, Lau85b].

metric [HC86]. Metrics [GKB86, Rey87]. microanalysis [Cob82]. Microcomputer [Pec83b, ACHL88, GP86, SD86].


Minicomputer [JH83]. Minimal [CHH88, Cha84, Cic80a, Cic80b, EASC89, JO80, Jae81, LS82a, Sag85, Ger88].

Minimum [DS81b]. MIS [BL89, DC83, DT87, GB88, Mar83, MG86, MG85, Mor82].

Misconceptions [BM83]. Misspelled [Bic87]. mistakes [SS86b]. mode [BRRH85]. Model [Abr89, Bar80, Bic82, CMN80, Cod70, Cod83, Den68, Den76, Den83, Dol88, EDF84, EDF87, GHJ+81, GT86, KK84, NY85, Rot81, She87, Whi80].


AI88, FB81, HP86, SC87, TWBK89, Web88. Modeling
CGM83, Rau85, San89b, Sch83a, AHM89, Dol88, Nan81, Rey87, San89a, SJM+87. Models
DW83, FCC82, Kem87a, Man82, McC82, BS81, CN82, DP87, Kem87b, Lau85a, ON85. moderated [Den87a]. Modification
EM82, Pee83. modified [AD82]. Modular
Tur80. Module
Par83b, Par72. molecular [Con85].
Models
DW83, FFC82, Kem87a, Man82, McC82, BS81, CN82, DP87, Kem87b, Lau85a, ON85. moderated [Den87a]. Modification
EM82, Pee83. modified [AD82]. Modular
Tur80. Module
Par83b, Par72. molecular [Con85].
Monte
[Bel83c, BF83, Lau84, Lau85b].
Morris
[EGH+89]. Morris
[EGH+89]. MR [Dei80, RHC87]. Multi
[SDP84, BCDM89, SDP87].
Multi-Colored
[SDP84, SDP87]. multi-layered [BCDM89]. Multidimensional
[Ben80, Lou83, YS83].
Multimedia
[Rip89, MD89]. Multipathing
[Bar80]. Multiple
[KL83, Lub89, MH81, YM86].
Multiple-Loop
[Lub89]. Multiple-Stack
[KL83]. Multiplication
[Bar80].
Multi-processing
[MR89, RT86]. multiprocessor
[AY86]. multiprocessors
[BD81]. Multiprogramming
[DvH66, DV83]. Multiprogramming
[Dij83b, Dij83b, Sch81].
Museum
[Bel83a]. music
[Gou86]. Mutual
[RA81]. Mexec
[Ash81]. myth
[HS86b].
Name
[Lib89, FH89]. Names
[Bic87, Jon84, LGH83]. NASA
[TH84]. Nation
[GL83a]. National
[Bur83, DPNW84, GL83a, Lau85a].
Nationality
[SSK86]. Natural
[BRRH85, Bla89, Bla84b, LGH83, LWSS80, Wei66, Wei83b, NBGL89, RS86]. Naval
[Ree87]. near
[Dei80]. near-optimal
[Dei80]. Nearly
[CK80]. Need
[Dal84]. Needs
[Kus84, Rai84]. Negative
[Pri84]. Neglected
[Bro83]. Neologisms
[Eas82]. nesting
[DBB84]. Nets
[Gis81]. Network
[Com83, MD82, OO80, PV81, CN82, GS85, NM87, SH80, Spe82]. Network-Based
[MD82]. Networks
[Bro82, FFGL88, Lub89, McC89, MB76, MB83, Pie88b, QH86, RA81, SC82, BCDM89, CS80b, JL82, LL83, ZSEG82]. News
[Ste89a]. next
[Fre89d, Hal88]. nineteenth
[NK89]. NIOSH
[SGJ83]. No
[BH84, RT86]. nodes
[Lit84, Pec81]. Nolan
[KK84]. Non
[Dar81]. Non-Governmental
[Dar81]. Noniterative
[WWS83]. Nonlinear
[CFJ84, CFJ85]. nonstationary
[Clar81]. Normal
[Bel68, Ken83, Tra82, AD88, LC86]. Normalization
[CG86]. normalized
[Smi85]. North
[NK89]. Northbay
[Bel83a]. Notable
[QH86]. Notation
[BBK82, Iwi80]. Note
[Lam81, Led86, Pec81b, QC86, Pet86]. NoteCards
[Hal88]. Novel
[Bot86]. Novice
[Eis83, SS86b]. NPATH
[Ne88]. NSF
[Hay84]. nuclear
[Bo88]. Null
[Til84, Fin85]. Null-Object
[Til84]. Number
[Che82, EASC89, IR88, KC73, MK80, PM88, Pri84, Bro72, Hua82, KC83, L'E88, Sez89, Smi88]. Numbers
[FT83, Luo89, Pri81a, Pri81b, Tez87]. Numerical
[Ell80, Nov85, Pet83, Asa80, Gro86].
operations [Zav84].

Operator [BL83, LH86, HC87]. Operators [Pey86]. Opportunities [Gro86]. Optical [Fuj84, YSB89]. Optimal [DF84, Lou83, RA81, Dei80, LH85, SW86b].

Optimality [Pen82]. Optimization [Kes83, KSL84, PW86, DZ89]. Optimized [Fin84]. order [Dei80]. Ordered [Cha84].

Operators [Pey86]. Opportunities [Gro86]. Optical [Fuj84, YSB89]. Optimal [DF84, Lou83, RA81, Dei80, LH85, SW86b].

Optimization [Kes83, KSL84, PW86, DZ89]. Optimized [Fin84]. order [Dei80]. Ordered [Cha84].

Operators [Pey86]. Opportunities [Gro86]. Optical [Fuj84, YSB89]. Optimal [DF84, Lou83, RA81, Dei80, LH85, SW86b].

Optimization [Kes83, KSL84, PW86, DZ89]. Optimized [Fin84]. order [Dei80]. Ordered [Cha84].

Operators [Pey86]. Opportunities [Gro86]. Optical [Fuj84, YSB89]. Optimal [DF84, Lou83, RA81, Dei80, LH85, SW86b].

Optimization [Kes83, KSL84, PW86, DZ89]. Optimized [Fin84]. order [Dei80]. Ordered [Cha84].

Operators [Pey86]. Opportunities [Gro86]. Optical [Fuj84, YSB89]. Optimal [DF84, Lou83, RA81, Dei80, LH85, SW86b].

Optimization [Kes83, KSL84, PW86, DZ89]. Optimized [Fin84]. order [Dei80]. Ordered [Cha84].
Physics [Lau84, MM83, PRT84, PB80, Wol84a, Lau88b, PRT85]. Picture [Wad84].


Processing [ALN87, Ash81, BHK80, EDF84, EDF87, Han83, IR88, Sll83, Ste82, Sus83, Sus83, VJW87, Wad84, Bec87, CRD87, CLO85, Fre86b, Leb88, MG89, RW87, SB86b]. Processor [Bla89, HSS89, SS80]. Processors [Fra82, HS80b, PRT84, Cee88, PRT85]. product [CS80b, Dei80, RS86]. production [Kan89]. productions [Fin85]. Productivity [BL83, Cod82, Hl88, HR85a, KDK89, NBGL89, NN89]. Products [Fox88, Dei80]. Professional [SC88]. Professionals [INW83, Min82, Min89, Ste82, MBA87, Min85, NN89]. Proficiency [KWS83, ES89]. Profilers [Ben87a]. Profiles [Fre87c, Fre87d, Fre87e, Fre87b]. Program [Abb83, Ben84c, BKM86, BM87, Cha82, Den68, Den83, DR89, EMS82, Fit88, Gre84, Gui83, GK82, Hou80, JK83, MMNS83, MD84, }
Program-based [Wey88]. Program [BCDM89]. Programmable [Mad84]. Programmed [Mad84]. Programmer [BM83, Eis83, HR85a, BG86]. programmer/analyst [BG86]. Programmers [Lic83, SC88, Wei82a, CK86]. Programming [BM83, Ben83c, Ben83d, Ben83d, Ben84a, Ben84b, Ben84d, BG84, Ben84j, Ben84e, Ben84f, Ben84g, Ben84c, Ben84h, Ben84i, Ben84k, Ben85b, Ben85c, Ben85d, Ben85a, Ben85e, Ben85g, Ben85f, Ben86b, Ben86c, Ben86d, Ben86a, BK86a, BK86, BK86a, BK86d, Ben87a, Ben87b, BF87, Cla84, Ben87a, Cla84, Ben87b, BF87, Cla84, Ben87a, Cla84]. Programs [And81, BB81, Ben83c, Ben83d, CW89, Cro81, MAB81, Nun81, NCD82, Pet80, Shi82, Tay83, Tur80, Bas85, BI87, BAC85, BM85b, Coh82, Got88]. Progress [SR84]. Project [AHM83, Gou82, Sha83, SJM+87]. projects [CM88, MG85]. PROLOG [CG86, ACH88, Coh85, Coh88, Coh85]. promise [BMS86]. Proofs [And81]. proper [Bro80]. Properties [LR82b, LR82a]. Property [LS82a]. Proposed [Lee81, Rat81, Bur83, Efe87]. prosthesis [GL84]. protected [Sam89a]. Protection [Bi82, Gra84, JY89, LY89, MM84, YL89, Yoc89]. protein [LW87]. protocol [EGL85]. Protocols [DS81]. Prototype [GKW85, TY80, CM88]. Prototyping [Ala84, MC83]. Provide [DSB84]. Pruning [Pca82]. pseudocode [Rob86]. Pseudonyms [Cha81]. Pseudorandom [FT83, Tez87]. Psychology [MB81]. Public [Boo81, Cra87, Den84, DR89, RSA78, RSA83, BBB+81, DB81]. Public-Key [Den84, RSA78, RSA83]. Purpose [CG88, JK83, PRT84, Tay83, PRT85]. Pygmalion [SAC86]. quad [Sam80b, Tam84]. quad- [Tam84]. quaconode [LL87]. Quacodes [LL87]. Quadratic [Bel70, Bel83b]. Quadtree [Sam83, Sam85]. Quadtrees [Gar82, Sam80a, DRS80]. qualitative [SJM+87]. Quality [GK82, Mor82, BK89, KDK89, Lau86]. Quantiles [Hil70b, Hil81b, JC85, eL79]. Quantum [MM83, Gut88]. Quarter [Neu84]. Queue [Bro88, Jon86]. queueing [CS80b, CN82, GG85b, JL82, LL83, Men85, ZSEG82]. Queues [Bro88, Jon89, ASSS86, Cla81, Koh85]. Quicksort [Wai84, Wai85]. Quite [Den81b]. Quo [Tra81]. Quotient [Bel70, Bel83b]. R [RHC87, Sta86, Ste83, CAB+81]. races [Ear89]. Radix [AC83]. Radix- [AC83]. Random [Bel68, EASC89, FB81, KS88, PM88, Tra82, Vit84, Hor83, Koo86, L'E88, Sez89]. Randomized [KR81, EGL85]. randomness [Kar86]. Range [DBFJ86, CF80]. ranges [O'R81]. Rating [Lem85]. Rational [FR84]. Ray [He88]. re [ED85, KMP86]. re-revisited [ED85, KMP86]. Readability [EM82, Lem85]. reader [GS87b]. Reading [HH88]. Readings [Sto88b]. Ready [DDB81]. Real [Bla89, CF83, FP88, Gl80, Gom84, LH83, MC82, An84b, CDV+86, Gom86, KK88, NS87a, NS87b, San89a, YSB+89]. Real-Time [Bla89, CF83, Gl80, Gom84, LH83, CDV+86, Gom86, NS87a, NS87b, San89a, YSB+89]. Real-World [McC82]. Realities [Kah83].
[DP87, HR85b]. **Rules** [Nor83, ST85].

**Ruling** [Lee81]. **Ruminations** [McC87b].

**run** [HW81].

**S** [BC84]. **S14** [eL79]. **S15** [eL76].

**Sachertorte** [Pap85]. **Sage** [Bel83a].

**salesman** [Lit84]. **same** [San84]. **Sample** [BF87, FB81].

**Sampling** [Vit84, AD88, BK86a]. **Satisfaction** [BL83, IOB83, BO186]. **Saturday** [MR84b].

**scale** [Men87, PW80, PW81]. **Scaling** [LS82c].

**Scan** [LCWB80]. **Scanners** [GS82].

**Scatter** [Mau68, Mau83, Mor68, Mor83b].

**Scheduler** [KL88, Gut88]. **Scheduling** [AHM83, Bro72, Hof80].

**SCHEMACODE** [Rob86]. **Schematic** [Rob86]. **Scheme** [BSTW86, Cha84, Has84, Ral81, RHC87].

**Scherr** [Fre87c]. **scholar** [Fre87e].

**scholarly** [CRD87, PZ84]. **school** [FM86, FMB88, FB89, PTN88].

**Schools** [DSB84, Tur85]. **Science** [Ben85c, BM87, CCFJ84, CM84, Com83, DM85, Dij89b, Fre88b, GT86, GMRY86, HS80a, Hop87, KWS83, MAB+81, MBD+85, McC87b, MD84, RS80, Ral84, Tra81, YRS+83, Bel89, Ber87, BM85d, CCFJ85, Che88b, Den81a, Den89, Hop86, Lev89, PTN88, SG86, TAB+85, Tur85, WAB+88].

**sciences** [BM87]. **Scientific** [AEH+89, Min81, Min82, Min89, Coc88, Min85, PZ84].

**Scientists** [Min81]. **Scrabble** [AJ88].

**scrolls** [LH85]. **Sealing** [GJ82]. **Search** [BM84, Boz84, CI84, Epp83, Gil80, MT88, SB88, SK86, BM85a, Ccoc88, Ger88, HH87, ST86].

**Searching** [Fri88, Knu73, VR82, Ram89, TT82].

**Second** [Mul83, FM86]. **Secondary** [Bel70, Bel83b, Tur85].

**Secret** [Has84].

**secrets** [FK85b, MS81b].

**Section** [Ber86, Bro84a, CCZD84, Cla84, DS83, Den85, Knw84a, Led86, MR89, NB84, Neu84, NS84, Sle86, Wol84a, Fri85, Han88, Sha88].

**Secure** [Den76, Den80, Ken80]. **Security** [Cha85, GJ82, WKP80, Bot86, MH81, Sal88].

**segmented** [Tur82]. **SEI** [Gib89]. **Selected** [Dav84b, Dav86, SR85, SK87].

**Selection** [Ben85e, PKT83, RW85]. **Self** [BM84, Ben87b, Bic89, Gou82, Gup84, Gut88, HS80a, HH87, Lan86, Mun88, SB86, Weg81, We82b, Wei83a, Wei87b, WC84, BM85a, DLA85, DLA85].

**Self-Assessment** [Gou82, Gup84, HS80a, Weg81, Wei82b, Wei83a, WC84, Bic89, Mun88, SB86, Wei87b, DLA85, DLA85].

**Self-Describing** [Ben87b]. **Self-Organizing** [BM84, HH87, BM85a].

**Self-timing** [Gut88]. **Semantic** [SC82]. **Semantics** [DvH66, DV83]. **Semaphores** [DDB81].

**Semiring** [Fe80]. **Sensitive** [Gis81].

**Sentences** [SC82]. **Sequence** [CM81].

**sequences** [Koo86, LB89]. **Sequential** [BM84, Hoa78b, Hoa78a, Hoa83b, IR88, Lev82, SB60, SB83, SC80, VR82, BM85a].

**Serious** [Sha84].

**Servers** [MD82]. **Services** [Fox88, Luc84, Eck80, Men85, SS86a].

**Set** [Bro88, Den68, Den83, HSS89, McC82, CK86, Jon86, MS81a, Pat85].

**SETI** [CLO85]. **seven** [Hal88]. **Shaded** [Whi80].

**Shafer** [Yen89]. **shape** [CF80]. **Share** [KL88].

**Shared** [CGM83, Cod70, Cod83, Bar80, RT86].

**shared-memory** [RT86]. **Sharing** [Fre87c, LLTvdL82, OO80, RT74, RT83, MGT+87, MS81b].

**Shift** [FT83]. **shifts** [VVG85].

**Shore** [Pap85]. **Shortest** [CM82].

**Should** [DSK84, DS84, Sam89a].

**Shuffle** [Gis81].

**Shuttle** [Car84, SG84a, GS84b, MR84a].

**sieve** [Luo89, Pri81a, Pri81b]. **Signal** [CLO85].

**Signatures** [Boo81, Den84, RSA78, RSA83, TT82].

**signing** [EGL85]. **SIGOPS** [NHSS87].

**Simple** [Cic80a, Ken83, Lam89, WOS83, SW85].

**Simplex** [McC82, MT88]. **Simulated** [GCH83, CA88]. **Simulating** [Dix89].

**Simulation** [Bro88, CM81, Ore81, Sch83a].
BS81, BHP81, DS81b, Kel85, MS81a, Nan81, ON85, SA81, Sch81, SC87, Ste89b.
Simulations [Lub89, HL81, HW81]. simultaneous [JL82]. single [Smi88]. Site [Bel83a], sixth [Dav86]. Size [Dod82, DT87, MG89, San84]. Skeletal [TKM+89]. Skeletal-Plan [TKM+89]. Skill [Maz80]. Sleator [RHC87]. Slices [Wei82a]. Site [Bel83a]. Sixth [Dav86]. Size [Dod82, DT87, MG89, San84]. Skeletal [TKM+89]. Skeletal-Plan [TKM+89]. Skill [Maz80]. Sleator [RHC87]. Slices [Wei82a]. Small [NY85, OO80, BAC85, Nas85]. Snowbird [DFG+81, GWY89, TAB+85]. Social [Mow81, SJ89]. Society [MD84]. Software [AHM83, ASZ84, BP84, Ber84, Boz84, Car84, CY80, Eis83, Eva82, GH88, Gid84, Gla80, GGW80, Gom84, Gom86, Gou82, Gra84, GK82, HS80a, How82, JY89, KST+86, Kemi87a, LY89, LS81, MR84a, MKNS87, MM84, MW83, Par83b, Par85, Rit84, San89b, Wat82, YL89, Yoc89, AHM89, BGN86, CI88, DG87, Fre85b, Gib89, GL84, Ham88, Kem87b, Lie86, MT88, NN89, Par72, RW85, San89a, San89a, Wey88, Zav84]. Small [NY85, OO80, BAC85, Nas85]. Snowbird [DFG+81, GWY89, TAB+85]. Social [Mow81, SJ89]. Society [MD84]. Software [AHM83, ASZ84, BP84, Ber84, Boz84, Car84, CY80, Eis83, Eva82, GH88, Gid84, Gla80, GGW80, Gom84, Gom86, Gou82, Gra84, GK82, HS80a, How82, JY89, KST+86, Kemi87a, LY89, LS81, MR84a, MKNS87, MM84, MW83, Par83b, Par85, Rit84, San89b, Wat82, YL89, Yoc89, AHM89, BGN86, CI88, DG87, Fre85b, Gib89, GL84, Ham88, Kem87b, Lie86, MT88, NN89, Par72, RW85, San89a, San89a, Wey88, Zav84]. Slow [PB80, Til84]. Solids [LR82b, LR82a]. Solomon [MS81b]. Solution [Dij65, Dij83a, Ell60, GL83b, Nov85, Pea82, Efe87, LL83, Lit84]. Solvability [BF83]. some [BH89]. Solving [VD83, SF8+87]. Some [Den81b, GK82, Jel84, Kاه83, OL82, Pri84, VW83, CLC82, Koo86]. Songs [Kmu84a, Kmu84b]. Sort [Ben84g]. Sorted [CK80]. Sorting [AV88, CK80, Kün73, Wai84, Mer85, Wai85]. Source [Abr89]. sources [YHW+89]. Soviet [MG86]. Space [Ben84i, NS84, Nix81, SG84a, Cou85, FH89, Ols83, SW86b, Car84, GS84b, MR84a]. Spacecraft [TTH+84]. Spanish [Man87]. SPARC [Pre89a]. Sparse [Gus78, HKM80, McN71, Sip77, GO81]. Special [Ber86, Bro84a, CCZD84, Cla84, DSB84, DS83, DB81, Den85, Fre86e, Fri85, Knu84a, Led86, MR89, NB84, Neu84, NS84, PRT84, PRT85, SR84, Sha88, Sle86, SW88, Wol84a, Ham88]. Special-Purpose [PRT84, PRT85]. Specific [Wil83b]. Specification [Dav88, Hou80, Par83b, SB82, WKP80, ON85, Par72]. Specifications [Bai89a, Jac83]. Specifying [CW89, Lam89, OB88]. spectral [HW81, Tez87]. speech [BCDM89, BRRH85, YHW+89]. Speed [Hal89b, Hal89a]. Speeding [AC83]. Spelling [Ben85a, Dnm81, DLS83, Mil81, MF82, Pet80, Pet81, RS81, PZ84]. Splay [Jon88]. Spreadsheet [LCJ86, RPL89]. Squared [HP67, HP85, eL76, DS81b]. squares [Man85]. Squeezing [Ben84i]. STTF [Hof80]. St. [Eck80]. Stack [KL83, Sli83]. stacks [YM86]. Stage [BDDG84, KK84]. Stages [Moz82, HMM88]. Staging [Sli83]. Stalking [Sto88a]. Standard [Bur83, EASC89, TTH+84, JK87, LS82c]. Standardization [Ske82]. Standards [Lee81]. State [Gil82, PB80, Guy88, Kel85, Nan81]. Statements [BM83]. static [MP85]. Statistical [BL80, KS84, KS85, KC73, BS81, KC83, NMF87]. Statistics [OO80, FW86]. Statue [Fre86c]. Status [Com83, Lie86]. steady [Kel85]. steady-state [Kel85]. steering [DT87, MG85]. Stepwise [Wir71, Wir83, Rey87]. Steve [DF89]. Sticker [Ben85c]. Stochastic [FFC82, Lou83, Man82]. Storage [Bec82, DG82, Fu84, Ma86, Ma89, Mor83, Mor83b, Sib83, OA85]. Store [Nix81]. Storing [JC85, SI86]. Story [An89]. straight [O'R81]. Strategic [Abr88, Ste85a, Ste85b, Par85]. Strategies [SBE83, NMF87]. Street [RS89]. Stress [IN83]. string [TT82]. Strip [Bal81]. Structure [Dij83b, Par83a, Rob81, Ros81, SI86, Shn82a, Tur80, YS83, DP87, Dij68, Ebe87, GS89, GP86, LWS87, Lim82, OSS80]. structure-based [DP87]. Structured...
Structures [Ben83c, Kes83, Mad84, Man81, Sus63, Sus83, Vui80, BL87, Cou85, Gil87, GT83, Rau85, Sam85]. Structuring [HT85]. Student [Hil81a, Hil81b, eL79, Hil70a, Hil70b]. Students [Gei84, KWS83]. Studies [¨Ore81, SC88]. Study [BBB81, BF83, BDM81, BBK82, CHH88, Cha84, DW83, DB81, DG82, Epp83, KC73, LGH83, Mow81, SGJ83, SBE83, SG84b, VW83, Wei66, Wei83b, BOI86, CKI88, GKB86, GS87a, Gui85, KC83, Lam88]. Studying [Bro80]. Style [O'D82, BM85b, HC86, RS86]. Sub [GH89a]. Subiteration [GH89b]. Subject [Ano80a]. Sublinear [Pri81a, Pri81b]. Subregion [Kun88]. subsequences [Koo86]. subset [RSS88, LS82c]. Substring [Har71]. Success [CM84, KWS83, RH88]. Sued [Sam89b]. Sufficiency [NY85]. summarize [FW86]. Summary [FM86, MMP84, DBFJ86]. super [GO81]. super-sparse [GO81]. Supercomputers [Dal84, Hay84, PW86]. Superfluity [DG82]. Supermarkets [GS82]. Support [HM84, MR89, Med84, Sto81, Ahi87, AG85, DDM86, SFB+87]. Supporting [MKNS87]. Surface [UH89, SC87]. Surfaces [CHH88, LCWB80]. Survey [Mor83c, FM86, FMB88, FB89, Grib, Grib87, GM88, GM89]. Sutherland [Fre89c]. Sweep [NP82]. Switching [MB76, MB83, GG85b]. symbol [SW85]. symbol-manipulation [SW85]. Symbolic [Wol84b, Wol85]. synchronisation [BHP81]. Synchronisation [FP88]. Synonym [QCH+81]. Syntax [Iro61, Iro83, TR81]. Syntax-directed [TR81]. Synthesis [Sri83]. Synthesizer [TR81]. Synthetic [Wei84]. System [AMY88, BHK+80, BL83, BC84, Bic82, BM85c, DW83, Dav88, Dem81, Dij83b, FR84, GS89, GS84b, GS84a, GNS88, HSS80, HT81, IL84, JH83, KD80, Lin80, MR84a, MMP84, Med84, RDH+80, RT74, RT83, SR82, Shn82b, SG84a, SK86, Sto81, Wad84, WK88, ACHL88, BBLP86, BOI86, BH89, Bor87, Che88a, Cor85, Cou88, CM88, Dij68, DK87, Dol88, FLGD87, GS87a, GG85b, GBL+87, Guy88, HP86, Lau85a, MB89a, MBA87, Mil85, OSS80, Pec81, Rey87, RS89, SH85, WK89, WB85, Car84, CAB+81, GBL+87, SG84b]. System/360 [GS87a, GS84b]. Systemic [She87, AG85]. Systems [Ala84, BBK82, Bha84b, CMN80, Com80, Dav84a, DS83, FP88, Fed81, Fin84, Gal88, Gom84, Han83, HT85, Hil88, Hon84, INW83, Kea82, Kee81, KKS84, KR84, KS85, KI84, KC73, Lam89, LWSS80, LTLvd82, MK85, MC83, Num81, NCD82, Oli83, Pec83b, PL80, Rob81, San85, She87, Sto88b, VD83, Wei84, WK88, Ahi87, BOBS89, BM88, Bot86, CM87, CN82, Cha85, CR87, CKI88, Dav86, Fri85, GP86, Gom86, Hal88, HR85b, HK89, IHS86, Kie85, KS83, Lau86, MGT+87, NS87a, NS87b, NBL+88, Par85, RRHD88, Sal86, Sha88, SK87, WK89, YHW+89, Dav84b, Gin83]. Systolic [SCL87].

Mor68, Mor83b, Pec82, Pec83a, Sch83b, Si83, Bot86, Gil87, Gui85, JM89, YBCR88.
technological [BG86]. Technologies [SW89, Fre89d]. Technology [Dix89, Rip89, Tur84, Cla88, Gil87, Gui85, JM89, YBCR88]. Temporal [Ali83, TKM+89]. Term [Smi81]. terminal [GL84, Mor83a]. Terms [LGH83]. Test [Har71, GBL+87, Tez87, Wey88]. Testimony [DPNW84]. Testing [Cha82, GH88, Gla80, Hou80, SC80, Wat82, Ham88, Man85, MB89b]. Tests [OB88, SD86]. Text [Bem83, BM85c, Fra80, LGH83, RM83, SB88, Sam82, SK86, Thi89, CRD87, Gut85, Leb88, PZ84, Ram89, Sal86, TT82]. Text-Editing [LGH83]. Text-retrieval [Sal86]. Thanks [Ben85f]. their [GT83]. Theorems [Har80]. Theoretical [GB88, Lau84, PRT84, Wol84a, PRT85]. Theory [BDDG84, Ken83, Tuc84, Val84, Ahi87, GG85b, Hua82]. think [GL85, MDV86]. Thinning [GH89a, GH89b, Ha89b, Hal89a, LW86, ZS84, HSCP87, Kwo88]. Third [Gin83]. Thought [Ive80]. Thoughts [Pre89a]. thousands [Lit84]. Threat [Sha84]. Three [Bro84a, Gin83, LS82a]. TID [S86]. Time [AA80, BL83, Bec82, Bla89, CMN80, CF83, Dwy81a, FP88, Fre87c, Gla80, Gom84, Ing81, LH83, LITvdL82, OO80, PS83, RT74, RT83, Sag85, CDV+86, Con85, Gom86, Guy88, KK88, NaN81, NS87a, NS87b, Nl83, Ols83, San89a, SW86b, VVG85, YSB+89]. Time-Sharing [Fre87c, LITvdL82, RT74, RT83]. Timestamps [DS81a]. timing [Gut88]. Today [MBD+85]. together [Fre86a]. Too [Wie84]. Tool [Ive80, TvSK83, Ahi87, MB89a, SK88, We82]. Tools [CHH88, MJ89, FH89, HR85a, RKM88, VW86]. Toshiba [Pre89b]. Tracing [Hec88]. track [Ste89a]. tracker [Fre87d]. Trade [Ben85g, Lee81]. Trademarks [LY89]. Tradeoffs [AA80]. Trail [KvE84]. Training [CC84]. transaction [Cha85]. Transactions [LS82b, VJW87]. Transfer [AA80, Zak83]. Transform [Sam83]. Transient [Kcl85]. Translation [SB60, SB83, SL6, Tuc84, DZ89]. Transparencies [Bem83]. Transporting [JHM3]. traveling [Lit84]. Tree [Cl84, SW86b, Sus63, Sus83, Ger88, LL83, PC89]. Trees [Bal81, Epp83, Gom83, Gup84, Jon88, Lee80, LP80, Sam80b, ST86, DF84]. Trends [CS80a, GMR86, Ste82]. Tribute [Ane80]. Tricks [Ben85g]. Triform [Cro81]. Trip [Bel83a, Sha83]. Trust [Tho84]. Trusting [Tho84]. truth [Fil88]. Tuning [Ben84c]. Turing [Fre87a, Fre87b, Coo88, HC88]. Turnover [Bar83]. Tutorial [Bel83c]. tutoring [AS86]. TWA [GS84a]. tweezers [RE89]. Two [GMR86, GH89a, GH89b, MD82, Pec83b, Shm82a, ZT89, BHP81, Fre86d, Sam80b]. Two-Dimensional [ZT89, Sam80b]. two-list [BHP81]. Two-Sub-Iteration [GH89a]. Two-Subiteration [GH89b]. Type [KV83]. Types [BG84, BG87]. Typesetting [BK86b]. Typewriter [GCH83]. typing [Pet86].
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